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d l.k to eternalize itself for a moment 
· woul I e B b "'' • fo morphosis, al to all of art. ut to ecome e~al r a 
become equ b al . " to art . moment, bsence, and a one 1s eternih, , Is 
return to a . . . b .d- h- -;-,,.:.t_· 'fJ; already t~ . . for it is a limit e_s1 e t e indefin· c - -- feel is JOY, h f .h. ft - ltei_th. image, we f ' nsion at the _ eart o s i in~ v-;,~ 

nossfbility _<!. ~ubspl_e e ours;l;es to be the ma~ s ·of an ~blllent: 
. we e iev --- - ~ nr. 

throug it, d the dense night itself seems t_~en itself t 
b meform,an . v h . . ~ o!he 
_ eco _ --f- absolute clan_ty. 1es, t e image 1s JOY-hut~! lendence o an - --h ,.-.. c oSC 
resp . . h. gness· nothingness appears at t e limit~ 
co1t hes not m ' . d fi-- --.... llll! 

d all the power of the image, rawn rom the ab,,,, . ·mage an d , .. 1n 1 
' . . c nded cannot be expresse except by calling which it 1s rou , . fi h. I to 

. Citing a famous lme rom 1s ast novel, Maira nothingness. . . . " ux 
. . the song of glory of art1st1c creation: The great cums 1c mto est 

· ot that we were thrown by chance between the profu mystery 1s n . h . . · 
sion of matter and the profus10ns of the stars; rat er, 1t 1s that in 
this prison we drew from ourselves images so powerful as to negate 
our nothingness." But perhaps one must add that 
capable of n:gat~~ no~_i~~.1_1es~~ als~ th_c:_ o~ 
~ s. It is light, anct1t 1s 1m~ensely}iea:7. It sh1~es, ~d It is the 
diffuse thickness in which nothing reveals itself. It 1s the interstice, 
the spot of this black sun, a laceration that gives us, under the 
appearance of a dazzling brilliance, the negative in the inexhaust-
ible negative depths. This is why the imag~ s~ems ~~rrofo~ 

i 
so empty, so threatening and so attractive, always riche~l!!_m~-
ings than those with which we provide it, aruralso poor, null,and I 

Silent, rorin it (l!is dark powerlessness, deprived of a master, 
- - -- - --- -w. .. -----~ 

advances; it is the powerlessness of death as a beginning-again. - ----

§ 3 Museum Sickness 

I draw the following remark from one of Curtius's essays: "The 
possibility of always having Homer, Virgil, Shakespeare, Goethe 
completely at our disposal shows that l~ u.!.:.. has 3: _different 
manner of being th~~t." A striking remark, at first almost 
obvious:-fiowever, we quickly realize that this is falsely obvious. 
Curtius seems to be writing at a time in which there are no long-
playing records, no audiovisual means of communication, no mu-
seums, and certainly not the "imaginary Museum," which the 
improvement in the technology of reproduction continues to en-
rich with prodigious generosity. That art and all of art can be 
brought to each person, at any moment, is the considerable event 
that Malraux has made perceptible to us and from which he drew a 
new outlook and seemingly a new exigency for artistic creation. We 
cannot forget this. But we are aware that this change could not have 
occurred by accident. Technical advances give us .an, just as they 

g ive us the earth; they give us posse~i~n of everything and access to 
everything through a power of domination that scares some and 
drive~ othe~s but can be stop~~d_by_ n~o -o_~~ Let us not linger on chi; 
fact, which is of the- first· order, and let us take another look at 
Curtius. 

He would perhaps say to us (ifhe could still speak to us), I doubt 
that a work of art is reproducible, when, in fact, it is the characteris-
~~f_ gre~t literary works to be transmitted without loss qf sub-
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1 ration indefinitely. This is what surp . d without a re ' rises 
srance an h can he say that we have Homer, Dant I - d . truth, ow 1 1 e-
us, an , in d M llarme, Rene Char-comp ete y at our disposal) 
would also ad l al . provocative. On the contrary, we know th · d omp eteiy 1s . . ~ t 
The wor c . 1. ry one be it the most 1mmed1ately contem k be 1ra 1tera _ • = --~-
no wor • · d' posal for we must make ou1se1ves rec~t'ive - is at our is , ---- to 
rary one, h e have almost nothing of the Iliad and aim . We know t at w osr 
It. h' of rhe Divine Comedy. We know that these works, even if 
nor mg . reed without error, escape us and are estranged 

\ 
rhey are rransm1 h 'bl 

b h eading that makes t em access1 e to us. Every. from us y t e r d h 1 
. res us from them: the go s, t e wor d, the language I rhmg separa b , 

kn wand what we do not, but a ove all our knowledge-what we O • 
our knowledge of Homer and our _always more precise knowledge 
of what to attribute to the civilizanon of Homer. Here, familiarity 
succeeds only in making the strangeness of books. go unnoticed-
even by a mind as subtle as that of Curtius. It is ':'ery difficult t~ 
understand why he who denies that the work of art 1s reproducible, 
perhaps rightly so, accepts the indefinite_ tra~smission of liter:iry 
works as a given, their power of commumcanon that would brm 
chem to us without harm and, while remaining themselvi , woul& 
be marvelously enriched by our ignorant and learned reading 01 
them. 

This debate has a long history. It is not a question of printing but 
of writing. What Plato says against writing (such a surprise that 
Plato should still be free to denounce in the written exigency a 
dangerous and ruinous innovation) is just about everything that 
Georges Durhuit formulates with vehemence against the Museum 
and the facility of reproduction. 1 Plato, it is true, is not concerned 
~ith literature but with thought. What is this speech, he sa~s, thar 
is spoken by no one, that only knows how to repeat what It say~, 
thar never responds ro the one who questions it, no more rhan it 
defends itself against the one who attacks it; a speech that no one 
speaks and yet lets itself be spoken by anyone, without discernment 
or preference or refusal, appallingly abstract, having been corn 
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from the place and life that conceived it, that thus wanders without 
authority, without name, here and there, with a blind vagrancy; a 
dead language that is capable of making us dead without memory, 
because it is, henceforth, written speech that will remember in our 
-piace, will think in our absence?2 - , /.. ~; /.,_ ,J..,_ l-.,,,c.,,,..,. '>< 

This severity of Plato's (a protest made, with a first and deceptive 
appearance, in the name of a reasonable "humanism," chat of 
Socrates, for whom there must be, behind every speech, a living 
man intending to vouch for it, to affirm it, and to affirm himself in 
it) cannot be seen as vain for having been unable to do anything 
against manuscripts, nor lacer against books. Today still, Heidegger 
is very close to seeing Socrates-who did not write-as one of the 
last men of thought: ''And since Socrates, all thoughtful meditation -Iv+ . 
has but led to books." Why chis disdain for written things? It is - 'D e , ...-i J... 
undoubtedly linked to the idea that ~ ricin_g is second in relation to \ I 
~ e-~c_h (as if <>ne v.,_r~.c~~ iII_ o_rder to relate, restore, and make v"!: I • . 
~~~unication !ast),j ust as the hatred ~ ages, capable of ( 

5 
; .,fl} 

repeating the singula~ork pertectly, is linked to a Judgment made .,-J . f k.-f 
about tecnn-?~· Mechanical production is essentially capable of c>-v-J- f-1 > 
reproduction: chis is the meaning of the machine. ~i!_pro-
duces, it reproduces indefinit~, identically, with a power that is 
carried out as -ifci'ursi'ci"; of duracf~.; A p~wer of the strongest, but a 
power.chic has always been fear~d, not only because it promises us 
monotony but perhaps for a reason more profound. One might say 
chat the possibility of reproducing and of being reproduced reveals 

us_ the_funda~~'!!_al_ poverty ~f-~!ng: cnac some~_§g5ollla be s )....,-.f'\., 
~ pear.~ ~eans chis_ power seems to presuppose a lack in 
being, and that being is lacking a richness that would not allow it to 
§~-cecl:-Beitiinsrepeated, chis is what the existence of ma-
chines means; but if being were an inexhaustible overabundance, 
there would be neither mechanical repetition nor mechanical per-
fection. Technology is thus the penury of being become the power 
of man, the decisive sign of Western culture. 

On the contrary, ~ nd works of art seem to affirm and perhaps 
~.tor~ t~e dig_~i_ty_o,f bei~g: its r ichness escaping all measure, its 
~ rc_e _<i,_renewal, J es creativu;~n~.9~ty, and everything chat the 
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ifi . t nsity depth, nature call forth. Art tells us of th b . 
words lr e, in e ' · I h -- - ~ 1n2 

. epeared, rhat 1s a ways ot er; the brilliance r.ff 
rhat is not r . Id h . --•--- - o the - . . he first hghr. How cou t e artistic work about- r -begmnmg, r ' W111ch 

l dy speaks inaccurately when one says that it is prod one a rea . . uced 
b sed to everything that mes to make of it someth' ' nor e oppo 1ng fit 

b roduced? How could there not be an essenc.ial oppo .. to e rep _ . . _ . _ . ___ s1uon 
berween rhe solirude ?f the 1t~ ex1sten~~ -~:_t is a lways 
; omenrary, its uncertain certainty, Its light ~II the moreclear that 
it may go our at any ~oment, and the ~art1<::~!~r mode o!:_reality 
assured it by the techmques of reproduct19_1:1! At Issue here is nora 
~onflicr berween rhe one and t~e many, ~etween the painting 
jealously preserved by a narrow-mmded admuer and the right to be 
seen by rhe greatest number. Something else is at stake. In the case 
of arr, rhe power to reproduce, in being carried out, changes the 
meaning of what is reproduced. It is not that the work escapes this 
power and that the copy always allows what-is sii:igular in the work 
to be lost. One could very well -accept a-picture taking the·place of 
the original perfectly, a representation completely replacing pres-
ence. But what would the result be? More than an invisible destruc-
tion of rhe work: a destruction of art, the proof that \ vhat we 
thought was linked to the infinite overabundance of life is so poor 
as to lend itself to repetition and not be betrayed by ~he emQ!Y 
~ m<lllence of mechanical reproduction. To which one will answer 
that the painter, when he paints, continues to attest to the abiliryof 
painting always to begin anew, without repetition, without disrup-
tion, without consequence, and that the mechanical diffusion of 
~e work does not prove anything against the singular movemen~ of 
discovery that has for its place the painting. But is this so cerram? 
D_o we nor sense that if the work were intimately associated only 
with the nonrepeatable essence of being, then its exact reproduc-
tion could never be carried out, no more than a superior !if<; form 
cou!d, until further notice, reengender itself identically? It is th~s 
arr in its ve h h . ffi · d by this --. - ry - earr c at 1s a ected, perhaps compromise 
mulnple presen f h-- · - ,- - • • that makes . ce o c e smgu ar pamtmg, a presence 
cerra1n po 'b•1· · 1: h chere . ssi I mes appear and ruins many others: hencerort . 
IS no oriuinal, . . d h nainte.!i 

- 0 _ no organic Imk between the work an .. S..S=----
-- •• • -. • _______ ,. ... w -
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soon perhaps there will hardly be a painter at all, but instead an 
anonymous, impersonal power of."creation." There is no one who -( 
does not obscurely feel-to deplore it or to delight in it-the 
dominant influence that the machine's new role in diffusp g! E~ 
work of art will soon exert up; r{ the work's creation. So many \ 
cem-ptacions and so many vicissitudes. Hence, perhaps, the anxious ' 
thoughts that have led Duthuit to write his important book against 
Malraux, a book that is enormous but also moving, for it is the sign 
of a certain despair in the face of this disorientation of art, the 
perilous nature of which the experience of the imaginary Museum 
has caused us to neglect. 

,-__, 

However, chis danger is neither obscure nor new. One has but to 
enter any place in which works of art are put together in great 
number to experience this ~ u~~'!!__s ickness__,, analogous to moun- \ 
rain sickness, which is made up of a feeling of vertig<J~ nd suffoca- 1 
rion, to whlch all pleasure otseeing-anaa fl desire to lee oneselfoe : 
~ved quickly succumb. Of course, in the first moment, there is 
shock, the physical certainty of an imperious, singular presence, 
however indefinitely multiplied it is. ~aiming is truly there, iiC\ 
person. Bue it is a person so sure of herself, so pleased with her 
prestige and so imposing, exposing hersel{ with such a desire for 1 
spectacle that, transformed into a queen of theater, she transforms ! 

in turn ~q__-~_e_ctato_!S who are very impressed,~ hen ; little _) 
uncomfortable, then a little boreef Surely there is something in-
superably barbarous in che custom of museums. How did things 
come to chis? How did the solitary, exclusive affirmation that is 
fiercely turned coward a secret point that ic barely indicates co us, 
lend itself, in each painting, to chis s~ t~c~ ar ~h.ariJJg, to chis 
noisy and distinguished encounter that is in fact called a show? 
There is also something surprising about libraries, bur at ~~-j·. 
are not obliged to read all the books at once (not yet). Why do 
artistic works have this encyclopedic ambition that leads chem to 
arrange themselves together, to be seen with each other, ~L~-gaze 
~ ~neral, so confus_e1 a_nd. chat the only thing char 
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. s is rhe destruction of any true relati· nsue 1r seem , .. _ on of can e , . i -- -...____ 
unicauon . c h " h comm b . rare of affairs, bur one ror w 1c I doubt Mal - A lu u nous s rallJc 
lg nsible. Manifestly, one must suppose that this P is sole y respo I . ro. 

. . d I pment of rhe museum, a most umversal today-digwus eve o h" h one . .d with rhe moment at w 1c art attempts tom "ak chat coinc1 es :-- · -------,...:.__:: e 
itself visible for itself, ~ n~er ~n_affi~~11~!.1.?.l_l_ of th: god~ 
-d. . 0 longer rhe express10n of human values, but the emer-JVJne, n . h 
.--·· •nro the day of its own hg t-answers to a decision whose gence 1 . _ _ . ..-- . 
course we cannot suspend, whose meaning we cannot reduce 
because of our own personal tastes. In works of art, we already sense 
the infinite diversity of the conflict that divides them, ex~ ts and 
ruins chem: rhe need to be alone and always closed in on them-
selves, visible-invisible, without sight, and, as Rilke says, separated 
from us by a void that pushes us away and isolates them; but also a 
need to be in relation to .each other, a need to be, each, in itself 
and yet all together, the manifestation of art, to be unique, self-
sufficient, but also to be merely the moment of a greater beco~ing 
while making perceptible to us, real and already complete, the 
space in which this becoming is endlessly carried out. 

The Museum is an allusion to these diverse forms of communi-
cation. Real museums, those palaces of the bourge6isi~ where 
works of arr, having become national property, give way to ~ivalries 
and to conflicts of interest, hav~'.!!J.that is needed to ~~grade~ 
~ g its al~_~ tion in order to profit a certain form of e~oq-
omy, culture, and aesthetics; in this sense, the disclosu~e hy the 
image is far from being a greater debasement. But is the ~ 
Museum, as Malraux has made us conscious of it, merely the sum 
~ museums, completed by the images of those wi rks , t~ft 
:nn_o; ~e exhibited? 1.~_i~_!he museum ~ec,om~Jibr~ I~!-
_ ry. _ his_ !!]eans that 1r 1s never given, nor present, but•3.!.';Y~ 
queSnon m evea:_1_1_~~ work, and aiway· s affirm~cca;d shaken by It 
ar rh · ---- · · 
h 

e s_ame nme. I do nor know if I am distorting the conceprwn 
t at animates L " · d •te h · '· arning es vorx u sr nee but it seems to me t at 11;1 n 
and describing rh · · ' · · Mal-

h . e 1magmary Museum with inspired vivacity, :......-;--
raux as given b ' h t 1s --~-s, a ove all, a~-image of the parti~ular spa~ 
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ar!_isri~~~p~rience: space outsi~~ of al_ways ir1 motion, ~wa~s 
be created, and time always absent that does not really exist but 

exists only inrhe eyesof the work still to come that is always 1 

searching for itself in the artist. The word experience here is the · 
most important, understood_ as char which e~srhe reality of 
what is liv~~~~~gh. The Museum is thus not the receptacleor" 
erudite contemplations, nor the ordered inventory of the discov-
eries of culture. It is the imaginary space where artistic creation, 
struggling with itself, ceaselessly searches for itself in order to 
discover itself each time as if anew, a novelty repudiated in advance. 

It is true that Durhuit would undoubtedly have been no less 
hostile to this form of experience, and I think he would have tried 
to use the qualifier abstract in just such a polemic against it. Because 
it tears the works from their origin, separates them from their 
world, deprives them of what one very confusedly refers to as their 
aura, the Museum is indeed the symbolic place where the work of 
abstraction assumes its most violent and outrageous form. To this 
space that is not one, this place without location, and this world 
outside the world, strangely confined, deprived of air, light, and 
life, Duthuit opposes, in a way that is most impressive, a simple, 
living space, the reality of which the great Byzantine edifices still 
allow us to grasp, in which a relation of communion and inner 
harmony is established between the many and the one, between 
works of art and everyday existence, between beliefs, feelings, 
things, and their transfiguration by art. cha! Rieg! calls R_,· '! ~ -

absolute or without limj_f, that Worringer calls a perpetual space, one 
that is in relation to the infinite, but that Durhuit, although he 
makes use of their analyses, wishes only to call real, in order not to 
separate it from life, in accordance with the movement that inspires 
his aesthetics. A real space thus, a "space of rites, of music and of 
celebration," but real where? On the earth of Byzantium or in the 
heaven of Plato, for he asserts the following on the subject of this 
space: "which, had it been otherwise converted and without trace 
of coercive theology this time, would still have been that of every-
one today; there is no reason to deny it, however deprived of it 
we are, hounded by trucks, surrounded by the architecture of a 
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h 
. •c penitentiary and neon lighting that is decapi'tat· yg1en1 . Ing our 

. hborhoods one by one, while they have promised u . ne1g . . . . s, 1n a 
manner of compensanon, to turn our cities into trash can . 

" Wh . h all d / s with illustrated portulacas. at 1s er_e c e rea is thus only ideal 
and, I fear, terribly abstr~ct, for 1t '.orces us, by means of an 
exclusive violence, to set aside the reality of the world that · . . 1s ours 
with all of the hvmg forces that assert themselves in it and t . ' . ' o retire 
into the nostalgic memory of a remote past. 

.-..., 

The person who wishes to fight abstraction-and the struggle is 
hopeless, though honorable-should first take on time as it gives 
itself to us through the suspension of the end of times. It is time 
that separates, tears, divides. Whether we encounter the mosaics in 
Damascus itself, at the Mosque of the Umayyads, or in the exhibit 
that offered us a first reconstitution of them a few years ago, ih both 
cases they come to us just as mutilated, just as removed from their 
"real" space, and almost equally abstract. We may be grieved by 
this, and it is in fact very sad, but the museum is not only situated 
at the Louvre, it is also at Saint Sophia or at Saint Phil ibert of 
Tournus. The very fact that we speak of art in reference to 1~hem is 
enough to subject them to the rape of the archaeologists, and to 
turn us momentarily into so many satisfied Lord Elgins'. Maira] 
often speaks of resurrection, but what is it that is reborn? . Our 
illusion, the mistaken belief that what is there, is there ·as .it was, 
whereas it is there at most as having been: that is, as an illusion of 
presence Howe h · al · kn . . · ver, t ere 1s so somethmg else, as we ow, an 
this 1s the exper· 'fi . l Id ience spec1 c to our time. What was former Y wor 
and presence f Id ·--

0 a wor , asserts itself today as the nonpresent presence of wh all • kw d at we c , perhaps in all ignorance and aw ar • ness, an. In the . h . . 
w ks . _Past, int e furthest reaches of time and 111, all umes, or Were inv 'bl ' · · 
wh~ ~s

1
0.:.-~~-or~ oJ an, hidden in their place of ongm 

they earn a t eu shelter. Once their universe had- crumbled, 
e to us thro h h h· . th Ids that elicit d f ug t e istoncal moveme.nt of o er wor I e rom th h'dd n These works ffi em a presence that was otherwise I e · 0 er them 1 · ·bJe as Works, in th • fu . . se ves to us now for the first time, v1s1 

e1r g1t1ve . c 1 · d the man1restation, their radiant so 1tu e, 

.,_....-
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secret essence of their own ~eali~, no longer sheltered in our world ) 
but without shelter and as 1f without a world. 

In a certam way, tne.Museiim~~pr~~~ lack_0~~ destitution 
and admirable indigence;wfiicnis-dre frtii:liofart without ~~<: 
and wht~_h-Hi:il<!_e..&~:~~ t!1,_~. fir~t _ _!!?, .!~~~- Ho_wever, ~n? ~his 
must be added at once, if the Museum expresses this lack, It 1s m a 
very equivocal way and also by affirming the opposite. For it is 
precisely ~ e- ~ use_um that works of art, withdrawn from .. the 
movement oflife and removed from the P..<:tiLgf.time,.~!C: pres~nted 
in the polished comfort of th~ir pr?.t~ped~~!.!f.e. Are the 
works of the Museum deprived of the world? Are they turned over 
to the insecurity of a pure absence without certainty? When the 
term museum signifies essentially conservation, tradition, security, 
and when everything collected in this place is there only to be 
preserved, to remain inactive, harmless, in this particular world-
which is that of conservation itself, a world of knowledge, of 
culture, of aesthetics, and which is as far from the questioning of art 
as the archival work that assures the life of a poem is far from the 
poem itself. This equivocation is not fortuitous. It is no accident 
that what gives itself as "pure presence" is immedim ly frozen and 
srabilizea in a permanence without life -and in the rotting eterniry 
of a solemn and indifferent void. And if Durhuit is right to be 
surprised by and even despairing of the extreme favor received by 
the imaginary Museum, it is because the idea supporting this figure 
~ -necessarily so ambiguous that it is .tlways ready to respond to our 
_?_wn questioning of art: either by expressing and realizing .. the need 
for inventory and the concern for recapitulation, for which our 
time _can only vary the pretext, or else by affirming the new 
experience of literature and art, its essential reversal, which we all 
feel is the task of our days and our responsibility-sometimes 
saying art as _if it were no longer anything but the grouping of all 
worlcs'of all times, art of the past and belonging only to the past, or, 
on the contrary, speaking of art as its unceasing metamorphosis, its 
endless beco~ing, its always future advent, its power to be, at every 
~ome~t, a singular beginning and first appearance, but at the same 
tzm~, d_ivested . of itself by__tliat w~~_affirms i~ from the eternal 
begmnmg-agam. - -·-
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